WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton is asking some old friends to help sell unpopular health care changes, by using his new job isn't just "to do things that are easy." The one thing it defines the momentary conventional wisdom, but I think we got off a pretty good start," Clinton told a friendly audience Monday night at a Democratic leadership con­ference dinner, shuff­ing off buoyant moments of his first days in the White House.

"We need to shake things up in this country and have a de­bate again," she said to ap­preciation.

Still, the former Arkansas governor was using the govern­ors' weekend meeting in Wash­ington to shift focus onto staple campaign issues, as interest in to garner grassroots support for a de­ficit-reduction plan that even­tu­ally leads to the White House and Congress.

"The threat of this country's need for protection," she said. "We are displaced - mi­igrants in the mafia was initially not a po­litical struggle," she said Murray in a lecture en­titled "American History until the late 1970s was due to apathy or a lack of cast a ballot.

By KRISTIN MCGOWAN

News Writer

The opening of archives kept locked up by the Chinese govern­ment until the late 1970s has led to the release of infor­mation about the Chinese mafia which undermines long-stand­ing popular beliefs about the organization's origins, according to Dian Murray, an associate history professor and associate director of the center for Chinese Studies. According to Chinese legend, the Tiandihui, known as the Tiandihui ("Heaven and Earth Society"), was founded with political motives in mind, said Murray in a lecture en­titled "Chinese History and Historiography of the Chinese Mafia." According to Murray, however, accessible new histori­cal documents under­mine this legend, according to Murray.

The documents indicate that the mafia was initially not a po­litically-based organization at all, but rather a "mutual aid brotherhood," established in 1761 by and for "people who were displaced and in need of protection," she said. This is interesting and problematic in part due to the fact that the question of this origin has gotten intermixed through the years in the Chinese political struggle," she said.

Nationalist leader Sun Yat­sen and his followers are most responsible for the misconcep­tion, according to Murray.

In the turn of the cen­tury, the time of the Chinese revolution, Sun Yat-sen joined the Tian di hui in an effort to secure its financial support for his cause, Murray said.

Trying to identify himself more closely with the secret so­ciety by finding its past as a precedent for his own activi­ties, Sun Yat-sen promoted the legend which depicts the organization's founders as po­litical revolutionaries, according to Murray.

This legend, known as the Xi Guo legend, describes how a community of monks came to be in the time of the emperor and feared barbarian enemies, she said. They then returned to the monastery, accepting a reward for their services. When they returned to the emperor telling him that the monks were rebels, the emperor had the monastery burnt down. Many of the monks were killed or scattered, but the remaining formed a secret so­ciety bent on revenge.

According to the legend, Murray said, these five were the original members of the Tian di hui.

The documents recently re­leased indicate that a few of the characters in this legend may have been based on actual his­torical figures, even if the story's political basis is exag­gerated (see MURRAY page 6).
SMC students need to get more involved

Twenty-one years ago, Saint Mary's students cared about something. When the ND/SMC merger failed, students took action. They wrote articles, staged demonstrations, they made their voices heard.

Last year, vocal flickerings occurred again when Karl Eklundberger attacked SMC students, saying we are riding on the coattails of Notre Dame. He observed a prideless school that entered the viewpoint pages of The Observer only when it was under fire.

Well, Saint Mary's, you're under fire again and I'm the pyromaniac. If you didn't look at yesterday's issue of the newspaper serving both schools, get it off your coffee table, dig it out of the trash, or steal it from your neighbor who faithfully collects every issue.

An important Saint Mary's story and graphic appeared on the top of the front page. Sorry is the pityful five-paragraph story by no fault of Christina Cannon. The victorious ticket was not available for comment. Even sorrier was the fact that only one-third of the population voted.

However, Melissa Peters from the opposing ticket said, "We're disappointed because we thought more people would vote." The numerical breakdown of those who voted would be 528 out of 1600. Of those who voted, approximately 22% abstained. People! That means 1172 women ate neither breakfast, lunch nor dinner on Monday. Granted, not all students enter on the Le Mans side, but McCandless doesn't house two-thirds of the campus. How much easier can voting be made for us? It took me about 11 seconds to approach the voting table before breakfast, make an "x" in one of the three blanks on a sheet of paper, fold it, drop it in the box, and continue on my way to the bagels.
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Mock Trial qualifies two teams to nationals

Special to The Observer

Notre Dame’s Mock Trial Association qualified two trial teams for upcoming national competition this weekend.

The two teams, the maximum allowed from each school, competed in the Midwest Regional Tournament in Toledo, Ohio and placed third and fifth out of 14 teams. Five teams represented NU at the tournament.

In the tournament, each team was responsible for playing both attorney and witness roles as either the plaintiff or defendant in a sexual harassment lawsuit.

The top ND team, composed of sophomores James Hathaway, juniors Patti Piersman and Ivan Hofmann and seniors Martha Conlin, Pierson and Ivan Hofmann was responsible for a sexual harassment lawsuit.

“Championship Flight” of the national tournament, Hofmann and Ejerio picked up outstanding witness awards, while Moreland earned an outstanding attorney award.

The team of freshmen Cindy Dubell, Andrew Klein, Molly McConville, Pete O’Conner, Tony Pettenger and Ben Zimmermann and sophomore Danielle Debow and Matt Hooss took fifth place and will compete in the national tournament’s “Gold Flight.”

The Universities of Michigan and Toledo finished ahead of Notre Dame in the regional tournament.

Outstanding witness awards were given to freshmen Chris Werling and to sophomores Laurie Mackenzie and Bob Elliott. Freshman Kay Zolkowski and junior Mark Coteuil won outstanding attorney awards.

The ND Mock Trial Association is currently in its fourth year of existence, and it has sent a contingent to the national tournament for four years in a row.

Mandela spokesperson Robinson discusses
United States’ policies toward South Africa, Haiti

By ANALISE TAYLOR

Randall Robinson, Mandela’s former spokesperson in the United States, will appear today at Notre Dame to deliver a lecture on “Politics on South Africa and Haiti in the New Administration: Will There Be Peace?”

A graduate of Harvard Law School, Robinson is Executive Director of Trans-Africa, a lobbying organization that works on behalf of Africa and the Caribbean.

Robinson has chiefly focused on South African and Caribbean issues throughout his career. Recently, he was instrumental in garnering sanctions against South Africa that cost the country ten billion dollars.

He was previously with the lobbying group African and became primarily visible in fighting against apartheid. He

was a public interest lawyer in Boston for several years and has had several articles published in various major publications.

Robinson has received such honors as the Martin Luther King Jr. Distinguished Service and Humanitarian Award, the Congressional Black Caucus Award, the Foundation Fellow and the Johnson Publishing Company American Black Achievement Award. ABC-TV voted him person of the week.

He was also awarded the Southern Christian Leadership Conference Drum Major for Justice Award and received an Honorary Doctorate in 1986 from Chicago’s Columbia College.

Robinson will be appearing in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Round Two is scheduled for 9:00 p.m. on Wednesday, February 3.

Correction

In a Jan. 26 article, Notre Dame Law Professor Douglas Kmiec referred to a Jan. 22 memorandum from President Bill Clinton as “presidential memorandum.”

In a Jan. 26 article, Notre Dame Law Professor Douglas Kmiec referred to a Jan. 22 memorandum from President Bill Clinton as “presidential memorandum.”

The lecture will be the second lecture in the “Thinking Anew” series sponsored by SUB, according to Alesia. The series is intended to bring fresh points of view on the topics of the economy, sexual harassment, children and poverty and the environment.

Strossen to discuss sexual harassment

By MATT JEZIOR

Nadine Strossen, former president of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), will give a lecture on sexual harassment and pornography tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium.

Her lecture will address the recent idea of thinking that pornography is a form of sexual harassment, according to Megan Moriarty of the Student Union Board (SUB).

The lecture will be the second lecture in the “Thinking Anew” series sponsored by SUB, according to Alesia. The series is intended to bring fresh points of view on the topics of the economy, sexual harassment, children and poverty and the environment.

Strossen is currently a professor of constitutional law, federal courts and human rights at New York Law School, was the first female president of the ACLU. She attended Harvard Law School, where she edited the Law Review and graduated cum laude in 1975.

Strossen was invited to speak because “she is the first female president of the ACLU,” said Alesia.
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nation's largest coal producer pickedet

IFP - Union miners set up pickets Tuesday in a selective strike against subsidiaries of Peabody Holding Co., the nation's largest coal producer. The United Mineworkers said the strike over job security involves about 7,500 miners at Peabody Coal Co. and Eastern Associated Coal Corp. operations in five states. Peabody disputed the figure, saying the strike involves just 5,000 miners at 22 mines in four states.

The largest group of miners on strike - 2,300 - are employed at 10 Peabody Holding mines in West Virginia, the UMf said. "We did not relish the idea of a strike, but we are in that situation," said Robert Phalen, president of UMW District 17, which includes southern West Virginia and eastern Kentucky. "We have never run from a strike in the past. We're not running from a strike now," Phalen said. "Peabody chose this fight."

Murray
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Be Our Guest...
Be Our Guest!

Here are 6 more reasons to attend the
THE ALL-NIGHT DISNEY MOVIE MARATHON!

1. Goodie Bags to those attending
2. Popcorn, Cotton Candy, Soda
3. A Great First Date!(FREE).
4. A Great Family Fun Night!
5. Family haircutters
6. Goodie Bags to those attending

The Rescuers at 1:30a.m.
6. Goodie Bags to those attending
4. A Great First Date!(FREE).
3. Popcorn, Cotton Candy, Soda
2. The Sleepover Your Parents
Would Not Let You Have!
1. GREAT DISNEY CLASSICS!
-101 Dalmatians-9:00p.m.
-Beauty and the Beast-10:30p.m.
-The Jungle Book-12:00a.m.
-The Rescuers-1:30a.m.
-Fantasia-2:45-4:45a.m.

Be Ours in Economics.

1. Students can get great haircuts from professional stylists at everyday low prices. And you never need an appointment. At MasterCuts we trim prices, not quality.

$1.00 Off Haircut
$5.00 Off Perm
$20 Off All Haircare

With student I.D. No double discounts No double discounts No double discounts

11All Haircare!

Students can get great haircuts from professional stylists at everyday low prices. And you never need an appointment. At MasterCuts we trim prices, not quality.

$1.00 Off Haircut
$5.00 Off Perm
$20 Off All Haircare

With student I.D. No double discounts No double discounts No double discounts

11All Haircare!
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Students and sisters of the Holy Family, let us share our personal emotions and experiences evoked from the recent month of renovation of the Church of Loretto at an event to be held at the Regina Chapel yesterday.

"When I first heard of the renovation, I was unhappy about the changes, I couldn't understand why we had to tamper with something as beautiful as Loretto," said Denise, a junior and Mary's student present at the Regina Chapel yesterday. "As a singer I was disappointed to hear that they planned to remove the choir balconies," she said. "But now that some time has passed and I have had the opportunity to think about the changes I welcome them."

The reflections also focused on the feast of Jesus' presentation in the temple and responses of the people paralleled this event to the renovation activities.

This service was the first celebration in a series of three planned to celebrate the renovation of the Church of Loretto.

The controversial renovation of Loretto, which was determined by the General Council of the Sisters of the Holy Cross in mid May of 1992 and is now nearing completion.

The changes included improvements in visibility, acoustics, lighting, heating, ventilation, and accommodation needs of the physically challenged.

Other events will be the dedication liturgy on Feb. 27 at 10 a.m. and the open house tours on Feb. 28 from 1-3 p.m. These celebrations are open to the public.

---

**Somali peace talks near collapse**

**by LAURA FERGUSON**

News Writer

The negotiations, scheduled to begin Monday, still had not convened late Tuesday, although the parties were talking, according to spokesmen for Mawlawi Fawaz Mawlawi.

"I think it's going to be a last formal talks will begin or even if it will," said Mawlawi, who directs the U.N. office in Mogadishu that is sponsoring the conference.

In a statement printed in one of the several daily newspapers published daily in Mogadishu, Al-Heedar's faction urged suspension of the talks until the violence is ended.

Al-Heedar was referring to a renewal of fighting Tuesday morning between forces of Mohammed Said H-saleh, who was deposed as Somalia's president, and a group of Islamists, an ally of Al-Heedar. U.S. Marine Col. Fred Peck, a

---

**Czech Republican I naugurates Havel**

The Czech Republic (AP) - Vaclav Havel was inaugura

---

**Marines' anti-gay violence)**

**Beat ing victim decreses Marines anti-gay violence**

WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP) - A gay man who said three Marines were beaten and the President Clinton's push to lift the ban on gay men in the military is seeking a meeting with the president.

"I believe it is possible to listen to American people," Cras Prigden said today. "I am going to ask American military to make a meeting with Clinton and I hope that Clinton will establish a task force on gay and lesbian military is seeking a meeting with the president.

"I believe it is possible to listen to American people," Cras Prigden said today. "I am going to ask American military to make a meeting with Clinton and I hope that Clinton will establish a task force on gay and lesbian military is seeking a meeting with the president.

---

**POLICIES on South Africa and Haiti in the New Administration: Will There Be Peace?**

A lecture to be delivered by:

Randall Robinson

(Executive Director of Trans-Africa)

"It may be that nobody did more to work to prevent the breakup of the Soviet Union than Vaclav Klaus. Klaus took place in the People's Democratic Republic of Eastern Germany, where he was born and raised and where he spent most of his adult life. He was educated at the Moscow Institute of World Economy and International Relations, and he returned to Prague in 1989 to join the newly formed Civic Forum, which played a key role in the negotiations that led to the fall of communism in Eastern Europe.

Klaus is a trained lawyer and economist who has been active in politics since 1981, when he was the leader of a student group that opposed the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. He was arrested and imprisoned for his role in the protests, but released in 1987.

Klaus became a member of the Civic Forum in 1988 and was elected to the government in 1989 as a representative of the Civic Forum. He served as a deputy prime minister from 1990 to 1992 and as prime minister from 1992 to 1993.

Klaus was re-elected prime minister in 1993 and served until 1998. He resigned from the government in 1997 to focus on his work as a private citizen.

Klaus is known for his commitment to human rights and democracy, and he has been active in many international organizations that promote these values.

---

**"Even if animal research resulted in cure for AIDS, we'd be against it"**

-Seymour Winer

Founder, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals

"Animal rights" groups equate the life of a child with that of a rat. They are stifling medical research through legislation and misinformation. Now you can do something about the disinformation on your campus. Students for Medical Progress, a program of Americans for Medical Progress, will help you work locally to support biomedical research, bring speakers to your campus, and organize to stop campus censorship. Call: 1-800-4-AMP-USA.
Rockets kill dozens in Kabul; Four UN workers reported dead

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) — Fundamentalist guerrillas stepped up a 2-week-old battle for the capital Tuesday, firing scores of rockets that killed at least 72 people and wounded more than 80, state-run radio said.

Meanwhile, U.N. aid officials in Pakistan said they ordered non-Afghan workers to leave an eastern Afghan province on Tuesday after gunmen ambushed a U.N. convoy and killed four people.

Much of Afghanistan has been plagued by fighting or banditry since a Communist regime collapsed in April after a 14-year civil war, touching off fighting among the victorious Muslim guerrilla groups over running the country.

In its nightly broadcast, Kabul Radio said — more than 75 Egyptian-made rockets exploded across the city during the day. The radio blamed the Hezb-e-Islami guerrilla faction, which has been trying to unset the Islamic government of Burhanuddin Rabbani and set up a fundamentalist state.

Government troops have at­tacked Hezb-e-Islami bases on the southern edge of the city. But neither side appears to have the advantage in fighting that has killed more than 300 people, wounded 1,500 and forced tens of thousands to flee since Jan. 19.

Hezb-e-Islami’s leader, Gul­buddin Hekmatyar, has vowed to keep attacking the city until Rabbani and his government step aside and agree to nation­wide elections within a year.

Rabbani has rejected the de­mand, citing his election to a two-year term in December by a national assembly of tribal elders, religious scholars and prominent rebel commanders.

Hekmatyar and other rebel leaders contend that the assembly was bogus and that Rabbani’s government bought off delegates.

U.N. officials said four of five U.N. workers traveling in a convoy in Nangarhar Province in eastern Afghanistan were slain by three gunmen Monday. Two of the dead — a Belgian and a Dutchman — were dragged from their vehicles and shot in the head, the officials said.

No one claimed responsibility for the attack.

Since the sail will be in orbit, the spot will zip across the planet’s surface. If the weather is clear, the beam is expected to hit somewhere in the Atlantic and move eastward across Europe toward Russia, fading as it meets the rising sun.

From the ground, an ob­server may see two starry points in the sky — the sail and the solar panels of the nearby Mir, said James Oberg.
Student's car is vandalized

Dear Editor:

Just two weeks ago when the snow and ice blanketed the D2 parking lot, I parked my car in the far lot. I could not see where the yellow lines were so I parked in between two cars thinking it would be safe there. Obviously not, for when I went out last weekend, I found that with the snow melted, my car was parked over the yellow line thus unintentionally taking two spaces. When I got to my car, I saw scratches everywhere! Some people had sadistically keyed every panel of my car, stole my license plate, and so "thoughtfully" left me an ob-scene note scolding me for my parking job.

Reader responds to 'negative' endorsement

Dear Editor:

I am writing in response to The Observer's "Vote Wilkinson, but vote cautiously" endorsement which appeared in the paper on Friday, January 29, 1993. I find it quite discouraging for other people's property, and think what it's like having their property destroyed before they vandalize someone else's. Until then, don't let your guard down.

Jinhy Yoon
Breen Phillips Hall
February 1, 1993

Current chair of ACLU to speak at Notre Dame

Dear Editor:

On Thursday, February 4, at 7:30 p.m. in the Library Auditorium, the Ideas & Issues Committee of the Student Union Board is sponsoring Nadine Strossen, the first woman to serve as the editor of The Law Review. Our purpose is to reevaluate the traditional interpretation of the First Amendment in the light of Ms. Strossen's recent book, Pornography as Sexuality: Women's Rights to the Same Promises to Be a thought-provoking evening.

Class of 1993, are you getting any 'satisfaction'?

Dear Editor:

The selection of Tom Brokaw as Notre Dame's commencement speaker is a real drag. Brokaw, with his condescending attitude and bad haircut, is about as hip as Abe Vigoda. Demonstrating what a complete phony he is at the pathetic Clinton inaugural celebration, he mispronounced Michael Stipe's name as "Steeb" and then claimed to be relieved when the cameras shifted to Judy Collins, someone Brokaw claimed was from "his generation" (at which point, this viewer was hoping that Pete Townsend would arrive on the scene and clear Brokaw's clock with a '68 Telecaster).

Yet this idea of generations got me thinking. Our commencement speaker can't really be from the students' generation, but definitely can be from the generation Brokaw claims to have such close kinship to as the question of liquor is obvious. INVITE KEITH RICHARDS. Now you may be thinking to yourself "Keith Richards as commencement speaker? This guy has been passing around too many dirty needles." Okay, I'll admit, the down-side: Richards was strung out on heroin for about ten years or so and he has a major hand in the Rolling Stones, the most glee-cetically keyed every panel of my car, stole my license plate, and so "thoughtfully" left me an ob-scene note scolding me for my parking job.
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Jeanne Blasi
From the Playpen

ND becomes a family of thieves

I am beginning to feel the Notre Dame "family" is becoming more like my own. My things keep disappearing. But, I was especially shocked the other day when I went to open my door to get out for dinner. I was faced with a sight I had never seen before. My roommate was in the middle of stealing my clothes. I had to scream to get her to stop. She thought she was being so clever, but I knew she was wrong. I had been warned before, but not this time.

One of my dorm mates stole my wet Walsh sweatshirt. I foolishly decided I should hang it on the bathroom door to check if my clothes were dry, the dryer was out of order. The dryer went from being an inconvenience to a time-saver. In retrospect, I suppose it was foolish of me to trust my roommate. But, I still feel that she should be held accountable for her actions.

I've heard of things like this happening before, but it's never been so blatant. It's as if we're living in a world where anything goes. People are becoming so greedy that they're willing to take what they can get. And who's to say that tomorrow won't be worse?

To all of the thieves and kleptomaniacs on campus:

Jeanne Blasi is production manager of The Observer. Her column appears every third Wednesday in Accent.

Recent graduates help revitalize Chicago parochial schools in the Teaching Corps

By MARY SCHULTZE
Accent Writer

Julie Shepherd confronts illiteracy, crime, children from broken homes, and possible future gang members—all for $5 a day. As a volunteer in the Inner-City Teaching Corps (ICTC), Shepherd has committed herself for two years to teach in Chicago's inner-city parochial schools. A 1992 Notre Dame graduate, Shepherd learned about the program when Pat Ryan, ICTC Executive Director, came to campus last spring to recruit students with an interest in community service. "The ICTC is looking for bright, energetic recent college graduates who want to apply their talent and enthusiasm to Chicago's inner-city parochial schools," said Ryan.

A Georgetown University graduate and former teacher on Chicago's west side, Ryan founded the program in 1991. As an undergraduate Ryan heard about a Georgetown program that sent students to teach in South Africa and decided the idea could work just as well on the South Side of Chicago. After successfully selling the idea to educators and businesses and with the help of $50,000 a year until 1994 from Big Shoulders, a group of business leaders who financially support inner-city parochial schools, the ICTC placed 12 recent college graduates in teaching positions throughout the city.

Shepherd has been teaching seventh-graders at Saint Elizabeth's School for half a year. This school is near the Robert Taylor Homes, the nation's largest housing development and known for crime and gang activity. "It's a 24 hour job, you're never really done. I'm at school from 8 a.m. to around 4:30 p.m., then go home and have dinner, and then grade papers and prepare lesson plans," said Shepherd.

Shepherd has found it challenging to keep the students interested in learning. "Creativity is very important in getting the kids interested. Many of them come from broken homes, homes with no discipline, or have family members in gangs," stated Shepherd. "It's hard to keep their minds on education." Despite the dangerous environment and lack of resources, Shepherd recommends the ICTC program to interested students. "I joined because I wanted to go into teaching but I had only taken a few course at Saint Mary's, not enough to be certified. This is a good (teaching) experience and they need young people to bring a brighter outlook to the inner-city." Applicants should be "interested in teaching and challenging themselves everyday," said Shepherd.

A native of Iowa, Shepherd believes her teaching experience has allowed her to see a different side of the world, which many people never see. "One of the benefits has been getting to know the people first-hand—I get to see the faces behind the stories," commented Shepherd. Before the school year begins, the ICTC volunteers must attend a training institute developed for the ICTC by National-Louis University. The training is specifically designed to prepare corps members for the challenges of teaching in the inner-city.

Volunteers are paid a monthly stipend of $150 and also live in a community house. Shepherd shares living space with nine other volunteer teachers, including 1992 Notre Dame graduate Aneel Chahalani. "The community living is a great benefit because we can share ideas and help each other out with problems," said Shepherd. Along with their daily teaching duties, ICTC volunteers are involved in after school activities such as coaching.

The ICTC is actively recruiting at Notre Dame. Students interested in "channeling their enthusiasm towards helping inner-city children" and becoming a ICTC volunteer should contact Mary Ann Roemer in the Center of Social Concerns.

Recent graduates help revitalize Chicago parochial schools in the Teaching Corps
Accent

A cut above the rest

Owner of Vito's Barber Shop, Tony Rulli celebrates 50 years of cutting hair

By EMILY HAGE

Accent Writer

Entertaining conversation and quality haircuts have kept customers flowing into Vito's Barber Shop, 1523 Lincoln Way West, since 1927. From shining shoes as a boy in the 1930s to cutting hair for the past 50 years, owner Tony Rulli has enjoyed the personalities that have come through Vito's, which his father, Vito Rulli, began in 1927. "We have a lot of fun in here," said Rulli.

Rulli began cutting hair in 1943 and took over the business in 1954. His father worked with him until he died in 1981. People come to socialize. He said his business is "just like a bar, but there's no 21. You can drop 20 dollars in a bar, and at Vito's, it's only $5.50." Rulli introduces Notre Dame students to each other and because of the conversation in his shop, which ranges from football to politics, "You always leave [Vito's] smarter than when you came in.

Rulli takes a personal interest in his customers. Sometimes he gets a sandwich with his last customer, and one of his regulars invited him to his wedding reception. Past customers often visit when they are in the South Bend area, as well.

Why is Vito's so popular? "It's a good haircut for a good price," said Burnstein, a customer for 18 years. "We were real good friends; we had some great times together," said Rulli.

"It's like a comedy routine," said junior Tom Sear of Mattawan, who has been coming to Vito's since freshman year. "It is a trip to the barber shop you look forward to." "It's like a comedy routine," said junior Greg Burnstein of Rulli's conversation.

Senior Steve Tann said that Rulli offers "the best conversation from a barber ever found, and the best marriage counseling ever." Sear said that one of Rulli's favorite stories is a survey of whether Notre Dame male students prefer Notre Dame or Saint Mary's females. Rulli says that Notre Dame ratings are going up.

Since the days when Notre Dame football players were his "heroes," Rulli has seen many famous domers come and go. Moose Krause was a regular customer for 18 years. "We were good friends; we had some great times together," said Rulli.

Twisted Rock 'n' Roll

Dalloway's Coffeehouse features the music of singer/songwriter Brian Huskey

By ANNE DELANEY

Accent Writer

One of the nation's most unheralded singer/songwriters, Brian Huskey will appear tonight at Saint Mary's Dalloway's Coffeehouse, according to Marlene Johnson, assistant director of Student Activities.

Influenced by the musical sounds of the late '60s and early '70s, Huskey began playing the guitar around 1970 and has been performing professionally since he finished high school. His style has since developed from emulating the voices of his youth, such as The Beatles and soul music typical of his native South. He has developed his own style, though, and incorporates his background and influence into his work.

"Coming of age in the new South there was still the lingering influence of real Nashville country music and bluegrass thrown in for good measure," his biography said. "Today his is truly a song stylist—a musical melting pot covering an extensive array of other artists' songs." Huskey covers everyone from Van Morrison, the Allman Brothers, and the Grateful Dead, to Elvis Costello, Buddy Holly, and Lyle Lovett. However, his music has a humorous and entertaining edge, one that differs from conventionally cranking out tunes.

Besides playing a variety of familiar songs, he complements his show with his own appealing originals. He is an accomplished and talented songwriter and currently has a demo out, with a CD/EP/messege project currently in the works.

Huskey's track record is prolific for a performer who does not carry a major record label. He said that "he'd play in a phone booth if he could shake enough quarters out of it," and has held true to his word, remaining on the road 300 days a year.

Huskey has opened for concert acts such as "The Band," A. Whitney Brown, and Arlo Guthrie. National Public Radio's "All Things Considered" and "Live from Down Home" have featured him, as well as local television shows in the Carolinas.

His venues include over 500 college campuses and hundreds of showcase clubs across the country and internationally. At American universities and colleges, he has been reviewed as unique, demonstrating a gift for blending humor, talent, and creativity. "Huskey's performance is a tremendously successful performance, our best and largest coffeehouse [turnout of the quarter]," according to Radford University of Radford, Va.

Listeners are assured that his presentation, one of creativity and close rapport with the audience, will be different and memorable. He is a performer who relies on his strengths as a guitarist and singer, rather than impersonal, "computer-hand" back-up, to create an attention-grabbing and entertaining show.

"In this dull era of cookie-cutter musicians cramming out bland, generic versions of tired songs, Huskey's stock-in-trade is a staunch refusal to be musically pigeon-holed," one critic said. "Instead of being merely a human jukebox he selects a vast array of great songs and puts his own mark on them." Brian Huskey will appear at Dalloway's Coffeehouse tonight from 8-10 p.m.
Edmonton's defense holds off Bruins, Los Angeles continues to struggle

BOSTON (AP) — The Edmonton Oilers took advantage of poor defense and goaltending by Boston to build an early lead and then held on for a 4-3 victory Tuesday night over the Bruins.

Boston outshot the Oilers 48-24 and dominated play in the second and third periods, but could not catch Edmonton after it built a 1-0 first-period lead.

Shayne Corson, Kelly Buchberger, Shjon Poddin and Petri Klima scored for the Oilers. Vladimir Pouliot, Ray Bourque and Joe Juneau had the Boston goals.

Calgary 6
Washington 4

LANDOVER, Md. (AP) — Robert Reischel's breakout goal with 1:20 left snapped a tie and lifted the Calgary Flames past Washington 6-4 Tuesday night, ending the Caps' 13-game home unbeaten streak.

Reischel had two goals and an assist and goalie Mike Vernon had 38 saves for the Flames, who have won three straight since an 11-game winless streak.

Washington, which was 9-0-4 at the Capital Centre since Nov. 20, is winless in its last five games overall.

Quebec 3
Los Angeles 2

Quebec's Owen Nolan scored his 29th goal and added an assist as the Quebec Nordiques beat the Los Angeles Kings 3-2 Tuesday night, extending their unbeaten streak to five games.

The Nordiques, with three victories and two ties in their last five games, moved within three points of the Adams Division-leading Montreal Canadiens.

The Kings are 1-4-1 in their last six games, and 4-6-1 since Wayne Gretzky's return to the lineup from a back injury.

Wayne Gretzky hasn't helped the Kings' fortunes since returning from a back injury. Los Angeles is 4-6-1 since he returned.
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US Airways Express flights have a two-hour layover in the Phoenix Sky Harbor airport before continuing on to Mexico City.
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Between Cavanaugh and Zahm this weekend, a gold bracelet. Call 634-1530 to describe. Ask for Steve.
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Dominique Wilkins breaks Atlanta's career scoring mark

RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) — Gerald Wilkins scored a season-high 28 points and stopped Golden State's last-gasp rally with a jumper late in the fourth quarter as the Cleveland Cavaliers beat the Warriors 100-92 Tuesday night. Cleveland sent the Warriors to their seventh straight road loss and their 10th in 12 games overall. The Cavaliers have won eight of their last nine home games, including four in a row.

Sam Perkins scored 34 points and became the Hawks' career scoring leader Tuesday night as Atlanta beat Seattle 118-109. Wilkins increased his career total to 20,885 points, breaking the franchise record of 20,880 set by Bob Pettit from 1954-1965 when the Hawks were in St. Louis.

Mookie Blaylock added 19 points and 11 assists and Kevin Willis had 15 points and 16 rebounds as Atlanta won its third straight and 10th out of 14. Shawn Kemp had a career-high 35 points and 15 rebounds for the SuperSonics, who lost for the fourth time in five games. The Hawks have beaten the Sonics 10 of the last 11 meetings in The Omni.

Crawley leads Saint Mary's basketball to overtime win against Bethel, 89-85

By BETH REGAN
Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's basketball team came back from a 16-point deficit to win 89-85 in overtime Tuesday at Bethel College.

Surging ahead 16-8 in the first four minutes, the Belles lost their lead to end the half trailing 39-34.

Saint Mary's came out after halftime abandoning their zone and trying a man to man press.

"We finally pulled it together and played tough defense after we changed from zone to man to man" said co-captain Kristen Crowley.

The Belles were in a 16-point hole with 13 minutes left in regulation. Nine minutes later, the game was tied at 65. The score was tied at 73 at the end of regulation play.

Starters Liz Vernasco and Jenny Taubenheim fouled out right before overtime and Anne Mulcahey and Lori Gaddis picked up the slack off the bench. Julie Snyder carried the Belles in overtime, with 6 points and 6 rebounds.

But it was Crowley's night with the buckets. She led the Belles with 29 points last night including hitting 5 of 10 from three-point range.

"Things were falling for me in the first half," said Crowley. "It took a real team effort to come back from a 16 point deficit."

Taubenheim was not far behind Crowley with 27 points. Snyder and Kim Holmes also helped out with 14 points each.

"It was a hard fought yet friendly battle," said Coach Mary Wood. "It felt good that the Belles came back."

The Belles will play Grace College on Thursday night at 7:00 at Angela Athletic Facility.

The Observer

Managing Editor

Applicants should have strong management and interpersonal skills, a solid base of Macintosh computer knowledge, basic journalistic and editorial skills and some newspaper production experience. Any full-time undergraduate or graduate student at Notre Dame or Saint Mary's is encouraged to apply.

Business Manager

Any sophomore or junior Business major at Notre Dame or Saint Mary's is encouraged to apply. Applicants should have strong interpersonal and organizational skills and a basic understanding of accounting principles.
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Morshead leads young Irish

Irish hockey hopes growing pains will pay off

By DOMINIC AMOROSA
Sports Writer

Notre Dame freshman Jamie Morshead tangles with a Michigan opponent earlier this season.

With an 6-18-2 record in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association, the Notre Dame hockey team has endured some rough times throughout this season. However, the team has played nine freshmen on a regular basis and the future looks bright for Notre Dame hockey.

One of those freshmen is Jamie Morshead, a 5-10 left wing from Toronto.

“Our team has excellent cohesion, and we get along real well off the ice,” Morshead said about the youthful squad. On a team that lacks scoring power, Morshead has contributed 10 goals and dished out 10 assists. “We can count on him to go hard every shift, and he’s helped us in the scoring department,” said Irish head coach Ric Schafer.

Morshead describes his playing style as aggressive and says he loves to work the corners of the rink. “I try my best to fulfill my role and score goals,” he added.

Morshead, who played 2 years of junior hockey for the Thornhill Thunderbirds in Ontario, says that college hockey is a lot faster. “It’s been a big jump because everyone’s level of play is stronger,” he explained.

As a member of the Thunderbirds last season, the 21-year-old Morshead scored 31 goals and collected 41 assists while earning first-team all-star honors for the second consecutive year.

“My freshman year playing hockey hasn’t been as big of a deal for me because junior hockey gave me a jump on the competition,” Morshead said.

“His age given him a definite advantage and it shows,” Schafer added.

Morshead, who was recruited by CCHA rivals Michigan, Michigan St. and Ohio State, chose Notre Dame because of the academics and their growing commitment to hockey. “I’ve enjoyed getting to know all the players and gaining new friends in the classroom,” he commented.

Notre Dame has been close in several of its losses this season, but moral victories are not enough for this team. “We can’t be happy being close and we must expect to win because it’s not going to get any easier,” Morshead said.

Over Christmas break, when the Irish won five of seven games, he noticed that the players’ attitudes changed. He attributed this to their realization they could win. “I’m going to do whatever it takes and there will be a huge turnaround in Irish hockey because we’ll have more experience in the future,” said Morshead.

Irish ski team preparing for divisional race

Spring Break trip open to students

By MATT BOWER
Sports Writer

“The Irish ski team turned in a mediocre performance this weekend in its third meet of the year. “We didn’t ski that well this weekend. We are looking to improve in the next race,” senior captain Pete Saine commented.

Turning in strong individual performances this weekend were Mike Zilvitis and Jojo Gobio of Notre Dame and Katie Daniel of Saint Mary’s. All three placed in the top ten.

The ski team is now preparing for the divisional qualifying meet this weekend. The slalom race will take place Saturday at Crystal Mountain; the giant slalom race will be Sunday at Crystal Mountain.

Those who place well at Divisionals will participate in a regional competition. Top skiers earn berths to the national competition at the regional meet.

Saine has been impressed with his team’s performance thus far.

“T he ski team, which operates as a club sport, competes with clubs from other schools. Every weekend they take on eight other teams from Michigan, including Michigan and Michigan State.

The team also runs two ski club buses to Colorado which are open to all students. Pete Saine encouraged students to participate. “I would like to encourage all who are interested in skiing to look into our spring break trip to Steamboat, Colorado. All are welcome.”
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At Deloitte & Touche, our mission is to consistently exceed the expectations of our clients and our people.

For you, this means unlimited opportunities to grow, professionally and personally.

So why not join a firm that will exceed your expectations?

Please stop by and see us.

February 4, 1993 - Information Meeting for Summer Internships, 7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. in the Monogram Room.

February 5, 1993 - Summer Internship Interviewing. Internship opportunities available nationally for both Audit and Tax.

Contact Donna K. Weaver at (312) 940-3007 or Mark M. Chain at (203) 761-3334 if you have any questions.

Accounting, Tax, and Consulting Services

We Listen. We Deliver.
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International

Deloitte & Touche is an equal opportunity firm. We recruit, employ, train, compensate, and promote without regard to race, creed, color, national origin, age, sex, veteran status, or irrelevant handicaps.
Wolverines hold off MSU, Seton Hall bombs Friars

EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Chris Webber had 22 points and 11 rebounds as Michigan extended Michigan State's home losing streak to four games with a 73-69 victory Tuesday night. The seventh-ranked Wolverines (17-3, 6-2 Big Ten) never trailed in the game, but they also never led by more than 10 against the 25th-ranked Spartans (11-6, 3-5).

Three times in the second half the Spartans closed the deficit to three points, but they missed 13 of 23 free throws, shot only 39 percent and were outbounded 44-37.

Erie, Pa.)

Josh Howard had 16 points and 12 rebounds and Jalen Rose added 15 points. The Wolverines, who were upset at Iowa on Sunday, shot 46 percent and hit 16 of 26 free throws.

No. 12 Florida State 92
Jacksonville 77

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) — Doug Edwards scored 23 points and Bob Sura led a 17-2 run early in the second half as No. 12 Florida State overcame a slow start Tuesday night to beat Jacksonville 92-77.

The Seminoles, playing without injured point guard Charlie Ward, fell behind 22-7 before finally getting on track. Sura scored the last four points of the opening half and the first eight of the second-half surge that carried Florida State from a two-point halftime deficit to a 58-46 lead.

Sura finished with 21 points and Derrick Carroll added 18 in a reserve role for Florida State (12-6). Sam Cassell, forced back into point-guard role he had when Ward was quarterbacking the Seminoles football team in December, had 17 points, six assists and eight steals.

Ward suffered a shoulder separa­tion in Sunday's victory over Georgia Tech and will be sidelined a minimum of two weeks. The Seminoles are 0-1 with the two-sport star in the lineup, 9-5 without him.

No. 14 Seton Hall 90
Providence 71

The seventh-ranked Hall ended a three-game losing streak with a 90-71 victory over Providence on Tuesday night.

But, the bottom line was the Bonnie defense forcing the Notre Dame into 23 turnovers and counting bad shots.

"We had a lot of stupid turnovers and we took a lot of stupid shots," Hoover ex­ounded. "We can't continue to do that if we expect to win games."

Bonnie defense also exploited an all too familiar Irish weakness — turnovers.

"We had some miscues on passes, and we weren't able to sustain anything tonight," MacLand commended. "But, St. Bonaventure did a great job. They had us well scouted. Every move we made, they knew."

The win was the 11th straight and 29 points and No. 14 Seton Hall ended a three-game losing streak with a 90-71 victory over Providence on Tuesday night.

The win was the 11th straight and 29 points and No. 14 Seton Hall ended a three-game losing streak with a 90-71 victory over Providence on Tuesday night.
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PELUNKER

IF ELECTED, WILBUR PROMISE
1. TO STOP SMOOKING ADMINISTRATION BUDGET START EXAMINING
2. TO KEEP BELIEVING MYSELF IN POORLY SERVING KITCHENS
3. TO STOP THE CASE OF HEADS SHEET TO THE MUDGL
4. TO ENFORCE THE CORRECT USE OF DA TELEGRAPH
5. TO REMOVE MY FAULTS AND ERASING CAUGHT ON THINGS
6. TO USE THE UNPAYABLE NAME OF THE PERSONAL
7. NOT TO PUT THIS ON HIS RESUME

GALVIN AND HOBSES

Today you'll have to catch me, Mr. Taybo.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS

26 Levy
29 Scarf
30 Rustic
36 Sort of court
37 Audience
40 What 39 Across might buy
45 Hint
46 Hot off the press
51 Dixie
53 "Teller" of 40 Across
55 Crow's cry
56 Sally shop
59 Historic
60 Saw
62 Girty giant

DOWN

1 Ditto
2 Ruler of yore
3 Slave of yore
4 Down a hero
5 Liberace was one
6 She wrote "Dirdy"
7 — slipper (orchid)
8 Spread not for a bed
9 Tavern
10 Barbecue feature
11 — up (celebrated)
12 Winter Los
13 Unity
14 Perpetually
15 Strike sharply, in Sury
16 John Wayne film: 1953
17 Like a street after sleet
18 Land of Lot's descendants
19 Satisfied serval's sound
20 Otero on the range
21 Fox's shrill cry
22 — — —- City, Mich.
23 Rocker Richards
24 "Madam" — —
25 "Cold Ground" — —
26 Holiday drinks
27 Collection
28 He had his spin and downs
29 Hemingway's The — — —
30 Cornflower
31 Tiring competition
32 Ninny or Holle
33 Play at Troy
34 "Get set, go!"
35 Hollywood's Dr. Kildare
36 Fish by bobbing

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

G A R Y  L A R S O N

Garin the range
31 Fox's shrill cry
32 — — — — City, Mich.
33 Rocker Richards
34 "Madam" — —
35 "Cold Ground" — —
36 Holiday drinks
37 Collection
38 He had his spin and downs
39 Hemingway's The — — —
40 Cornflower
41 Tiring competition
42 Ninny or Holle
43 Play at Troy
44 "Get set, go!"
45 Hollywood's Dr. Kildare
46 Fish by bobbing

LECTURES

Wednesday
3 p.m. Lecture, "Issues in International Librarianship: Cataloging and Authority Control in Polish Libraries," Jadwiga Wozniak, Warsaw University. Faculty Lounge, Hesburgh Library. Sponsored by Friends of the Library at Notre Dame.
4:30 p.m. School of Architecture Lecture Series, "Recent Work," Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk. Room 207, Architecture Building. Sponsored by the School of Architecture.

MENU

Notre Dame
Cantonese Barbecue Ribs
Noodles Romanoff
Lemon Pepper Catfish

Saint Mary's
Cheese & Sausage Pizza
Baked Cod Italiano
Sausage & Noodles

Tonight
Senior Class Dinner
7-9
ACCESS DENIED

9-2
Must Be 21
Sports

Notre Dame quarterback question already heating up

PIZZAHUR (AP) — Now that high school star Ron Pulwos has chosen Notre Dame, the Fighting Irish have their quarterback of the future. Right? Paul Failla isn’t so sure.

Failla, a former star at North Allegheny High School in suburban Pittsburgh, will contend with Pulwos and senior-to-be Kevin McDougall for Notre Dame’s starting job next fall.

"He’s got a great career ahead of him ... in a couple of years," Failla said.

Even a quarterback as good Rick Mirer, who just completed his senior season, couldn’t make the Notre Dame lineup as a freshman, Failla said.

"I took him more than a half-season to get adjusted here," Failla said. "Rick always got most of the reps (in practice), plus they were putting new stuff in all the time. Rick sat behind (Tony) Rice his freshman year. Things had to evolve for him, too."

Failla wasn’t disappointed when Notre Dame signed Pulwos, an almost unanimous pick as the nation’s top high school player. Pulwos passed for 35 touchdowns and ran for 21 for Pennsylvania Class AAA champion Berwick.

"(Notre Dame) brings in all-Americans all the time," Failla said. "We need them. They’re the future of the team. He’s the future of the team. Guys like him coming in are part of the territory.”

St. Bonaventure surprises Irish

Irish come up just short again

By JENNY MARTEN
Associate Sports Editor

Five seconds remaining on the clock, the Irish are down by three points. A three-pointer goes up and falls just short. Notre Dame’s men’s basketball team (8-10) loses another close one, but this was one they were supposed to win.

Unranked St. Bonaventure (10-7) upset the Irish, 64-61, last night at the Joyce ACC. The Bonnies used a 17-3 run in the last 47 seconds of the contest with Billy Taylor hitting a jumper to pull the Irish within two at 60-58. After the timeout, a Carl Cozen foul put Bonnie high scorer David Vanterpool (27 points, 9 rebounds) on the line for a pair of free throws which he made.

With the Irish down by four, Monty Williams nailed a three-pointer to bring the Irish as close as they would come. Vanterpool’s two free throws were the winning margin for the Bonnies after Jason Williams’ final shot went long.

St. Bonaventure was ready for the tight finish and had practiced the final second defense in preparation for the game.

"We felt we wanted to go man and make it real difficult to get a shot off," said Baron.

Sloppy play which led to a total of 49 turnovers (23 for ND, 26 for SBU) and a low shooting percentage (.346) set the tone of the game for the Irish. "We had a lot of good opportunities, but again we struggled with shooting. They changed defenses. They had us thoroughly scouted," said MacLeod. "We weren’t able to sustain anything. It seemed like everyone we began to do something—if we made two back to back we couldn’t make the third one.”

Morshead leads Irish hockey

See page 12

Ski team looks to rebound

See page 12

SMC basketball beats Bethel

See page 11

Inside Sports

Frustration.

That’s the word to describe the mood at the Joyce ACC after last night’s Irish loss.

Throughout the contest the Irish offense never seemed to get in sync, as the Bonnies’ 2-3 zone defense stymied Notre Dame.

"We had problems with the zone. Our spacing was incorrect," Irish coach John MacLeod commented. "They kept changing their looks, and we couldn’t hit from the outside.”

"They came out with the zone and it shook us up a little bit," Irish captain Brooks Boyer said.

Most of the night the Irish tried to shoot over the zone, but it did not work. Though Notre Dame had open shots, it could not connect. The Irish hit only 2 of 21 three-point attempts, including a 4 for 16 performance in the second half.

"We weren’t confused by their defense, we just didn’t knock down our shots," point guard Ryan Hoover explained.

In addition to their outside shooting problems, the Irish transition game was slowed to a halt by St. Bonaventure.

"It was obvious that they wanted to play ball-control offense," MacLeod said. "They took the run away from us and we became tentative.”

This is exactly what the Bonnies wanted to do.

"We made some changes in our defense we thought would upset them. We tried to always contain Monty Williams and we knew Hoover would also be a factor," said St. Bonaventure coach and former Irish assistant coach Jim Baron. "I felt it was a total team effort. Even the bench was extremely supportive. I couldn’t be happier with our team."

Notre Dame made a run for the win in the last 47 seconds of the contest with Billy Taylor hitting a jumper to pull the Irish within two at 60-58. After the timeout, a Carl Cosen foul put Bonnie high scorer David Vanterpool (27 points, 9 rebounds) on the line for a pair of free throws which he made.

With the Irish down by four, Monty Williams nailed a three-pointer to bring the Irish as close as they would come. Vanterpool’s two free throws were the winning margin for the Bonnies after Jason Williams’ final shot went long.

St. Bonaventure was ready for the tight finish and had practiced the final second defense in preparation for the game.

"We felt we wanted to go man and make it real difficult to get a shot off,” said Baron.

Sloppy play which led to a total of 49 turnovers (23 for ND, 26 for SBU) and a low shooting percentage (.346) set the tone of the game for the Irish. "We had a lot of good opportunities, but again we struggled with shooting. They changed defenses. They had us thoroughly scouted," said MacLeod. "We weren’t able to sustain anything. It seemed like everyone we began to do something—if we made two back to back we couldn’t make the third one.”
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